Keep alcohol temptation away from Sharon

Encourage Sharon to be the best Mum without alcohol

Help with money management

If Sharon needs time alone we will as a family step in and help + Baby sit (yeah)

Be there if Sharon needs anybody to talk to

Let her know how well she’s done and how proud we are

At all cost to maintain Health + Safety + Hygiene + Wellbeing of Sharon Baby Sam + big Sam. Dad now and forever

Transport Sharon + Baby Sam, Aunty Jan available

Sharon + Baby Sam live with a family member instead of mother and baby placement. I.e. with Kay 1st, or Aunty Jan

The baby must be put first always

Remind Sharon of what she’s lost + will lose again if she starts drinking

Emotional support for Sharon and Baby Sam

We will help her with keeping home clean + safe for Sharon and Baby Sam

Communication from Social Services and Honesty

Inform Social worker if we feel Sharon is drinking or is contemplating the thought of

Be the best family we can possibly be to help with everything + anything

Not lie for Sharon or cover

Cause we love Baby Sam
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